Built-in
internet safety
T-Mobile web content filtering

Helping students stay safe from inappropriate material and online threats is important to us. That’s why T-Mobile provides education
grade content filtering on our mobile hotspots and tablets with education grade DNS-level content filtering.
Our mobile hotspots and tablets automatically block the following types of content:
Anonymizers: Sites that promote internet browsing with the intent to circumvent filters.
Compromised Sites: Sites that appear to be legitimate, but house malicious code.
Criminal Skills/Hacking: Activities that violate human rights including murder, sabotage, bomb building, etc. or information about
illegal manipulation of electronic devices, encryption, misuse, and fraud.
Hate Speech: Sites that promote extreme views, sexism, racism, religious hate, and other discrimination.
Illegal Drugs: Sites that promote the use of illegal drugs or the misuse of prescription drugs.
Mature/Explicit: Inappropriate sites for children including content about alternative lifestyles, profanity, explicit sexual content
unsuitable for children under 18, or sites that display full or partial nudity with no sexual references or intent.
Phishing/Fraud/Spam: Web sites and emails used for fraudulent purposes, also known as phishing, plus products and websites
promoted through spam techniques.
Spyware and Malicious Sites: Sites or software designed to collect information or make system changes without the user’s consent.
Violence: Sites that promote questionable activities such as violence and militancy.
Safe Search: Helps keep adult and potentially offensive content out of search results—including image searches and web searches. Safe
Search is enabled automatically for Google, YouTube, Bing, and DuckDuckGo.

For questions, please contact your T-Mobile Account Executive.

Schools that do not use a T-Mobile-facilitated filter thereby acknowledge that they will provide their own CIPA-compliant filter on all devices for the duration of their use. Optional educationgrade filtering provided with qualifying plans; may prevent some video streaming or other content. T-Mobile, the T logo, Magenta and the magenta color are registered trademarks of
Deutsche Telekom AG. © 2020 T-Mobile USA, Inc.

